BUSINESS ENDPOINT PROTECTION
PROACTIVE THREAT PREVENTION

Cryptolockers, viruses, malware, Nigerian princes, data loss, ransomware, downtime,
and lost revenue… are you sleeping tonight? You’ve got better things to worry about
– like running your business. Our Business Endpoint Protection proactively defends
your workstations, servers, mail, and mobile devices using Machine Learning
algorithms to protect against rapidly changing threats.

Responsive

Lightweight protection
won’t slow you or your
network down.

Trusted

30 years experience and
13 Global Research Labs
provide round-the-clock
threat intelligence.

Device
Agnostic

Server, PC, Laptop, Mac,
Mail, Android - you’re
covered.

Cyber Threat Challenges
facing NZ Businesses

•
•
•
•
•

For small business, premium protection is often adopted
in hindsight. Freebies provide base level detection
often cutting out the smarter proactive features in
order to promote uptake of their premium products.
Cyber Crime costs kiwi businesses over 250 million each
year caused by anything from a complex network attack
through to the simple click of an email attachment.

•
•
•

With a large variety of solutions on the market,
research and decision-making can be overwhelming,
let alone the complexity in deployment.

•

BOOK A CONSULTATION

0800 485 465

If the unexpected
happens, you have the
backing of our local and
responsive engineers.

Proactive

New Ransomware
Shield, Live Grid &
Machine Learning
technologies protect
against rapidly changing
threats.

Why Brand One technology
Business Endpoint Protection?

The true cost of a breach isn’t just measured in
downtime, but data loss, brand reputation and lost
customer loyalty.

“I’m too small, it won’t happen to me” are famous last
words. Threat creators and hackers don’t pick favourites.
Automated seek and destroy means they often don’t
know what they’re attacking until they’re already in.

Business
Continuity

•

With options to protect workstations, servers, email,
and android devices, you can rest easy knowing your
teams and assets are safer from online threats.
Leading-edge technologies such as Machine Learning
and LiveGrid use the combined power of neural
networks to identify and label data as clean or
potentially unwanted or malicious, resulting in low
false-positives, and higher catchment of threats.
World class security researchers in 13 global R & D
centres share and analyze data to ensure the best
round-the-clock threat intelligence.
Support when you need it. Our NZ based call centre
provides responsive over the phone support and
dispatches our fleet of local engineers.
Powered by the experts at ESET with over 30 years of
cyber security expertise and trusted by professionals.

Need full workstation management?

Ask about our Managed Device Security solution. Remote monitoring and
management providing desktop support, proactive device health monitoring,
patch management, automated software deployment, and more.

